:Flag of this document vessel and court of record;
:Plain English and counting;
:Year 2021; on the 270th day; of the 7th hour of daylight (Sep 27, 2021);
:Start:

Ramola D;
Independent Investigative Science & Technology Journalist;
Writer, Poet, Artist, Educator, Illuminator;

: From:
:~Ramola-grace,
:~c/o 154 Pine Street,
:~Quincy, Massachusetts;
TO
Senator John Warner,
US Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman
Senator Marco Rubio,
US Senate Intelligence Committee Vice-Chairman
211 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senators:
I am writing to you in your capacity of Chairs of the Senate Intelligence Committee with supposed
oversight over the Intelligence agencies in this country.
Along with various others in Congress, you have permitted the CIA, FBI, DHS, and various branches
of Defense to engage in “counterterrorism” operations, “surveillance” operations, and classified
human subject research operations in USA. You have not however engaged in ethical oversight of
these operations, nor have you stopped the atrocious crimes of sadism, barbarism, and Nazi
atrocity engaged in by these agencies, military divisions, and police groups. As a consequence,
tens of thousands, possibly hundreds of thousands, and possibly millions as per recent info from
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ACLU and DHS of innocent, law-abiding Americans are being assaulted to the death with directedenergy weapons—anti-personnel/crowd-control technologies--and acoustic neuroweapons on a
daily basis. Please consult the many articles, interviews, letters, and memos at my site
everydayconcerned.net and my video channels Ramola D Reports at Odysee, Lbry, Bitchute to see
the hundreds of testimonials to these crimes I have reported over the past 8 years; especially see
my Memos to President Trump, which detail the length and breadth of the carnage. My second
Memo to Trump is detailed and informative: Once Again, A Memo to President Trump: Massive
Surveillance State Abuses | Treason on the Ground, in the USA: Public-Private Partners in Targeted
Killing of Americans/ https://everydayconcerned.net/2019/07/03/once-again-a-memo-to-presidenttrump-massive-surveillance-state-abuses-treason-on-the-ground-in-the-usa-public-private-partnersin-targeted-killing-of-americans/
Despite my diligent and continuous reportage, the CIA, the FBI, the DHS, aided and abetted by
local LE and local fusion centers continue to operate in impunity, selectively targeting anyone they
wish to suppress, subjugate, and disappear, by glibly and baselessly naming them terrorists,
domestic extremists, suspects, and whatever other unsavory lying label they can come up with—
including naming journalists, whistleblowers, and activists for human and animal rights terrorists.
The entire, overbudgeted mechanism of drones, helicopters, small planes, ground vehicles, EMS
vehicles, fire engines, police cars, motorbikes, and Mafia contingent devoted to
“counterterrorism” and “community policing” then kicks into action, falsifying records, lying to
neighbors, installing mercenaries, and pulverizing their targets night and day, 24/7 with microwave
pulse weapons, millimeter technologies, RFID implants, and acoustic neurotechnology—in
addition to subjecting them, their families, and neighborhoods to nonstop noise terrorism.
I have reported my experience of such assault numerous times. From October/November 2013,
when a chance conversation on extra babysitting fees the school was instituting with then
Treasurer of the Adams Montessori School Board (in Quincy, Massachusetts)—now President, a
grasping and megalomanic Sinead Walsh, and then-President of the Adams Montessori School
Board, also a grasping and megalomanic Alexander Steffan, a corporate attorney with
Haemoneutics Corporation, a DOD contractor—clearly hooked in with the local Freemasonic Mafia
of Quincy and Massachusetts—and letters to local Representative Tackey Chan about the horrors
of chem trails, I have been 24/7 assaulted in the manner described above, with a massive smear
campaign run by local criminal FBI and Infragard in my neighborhood—all of which continues to
this day. There is no justification for this criminal assault on my person, nor on my family.
I have written to William Barr, former Attorney-General, Maura Healey, current Massachusetts
Attorney-General, in addition to the heads of local Boston FBI, the local Norfolk County Sheriff, the
local Mayor of Quincy and various other personages who 1) would be fully aware of these assaults
—very publicly conducted, with open buy-in from the neighborhood—on my person, and 2) are
clearly participants, facilitators, and perpetrators. None of these parties can show a single reason
why I should be singled out for 24/7 electronic concentration camp torture and assault. None dares
to respond to my letters—perhaps knowing they are all flagrantly complicit. None takes steps to
switch off this outrage and atrocity on my person—why? Because they have already trafficked me
to the CIA/DIA's MK ULTRA Atrocity-on-tap programs? It is very clear, from the weapon-wielding
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actions of the mercenaries and assassins now occupying the houses next door to me and across
the street and across the backyard that the CIA/DIA's MK ULTRA Atrocity-on-tap programs are very
much in operation here. Do you all really believe you can destroy my life and subject me—without
cause—to nonstop assault with EMF weapons, noise terror, and neurotech assault because you
have—without cause--listed me in your to-be-destroyed redlists, trafficked me into weaponstesting programs for years, “bio-behavioral research” programs for years, IP-harvesting programs
for years—as you have targeted, listed, and assaulted thousands or millions of others—and expect
this infinite atrocity not to be publicly addressed? Is there a single reason the FBI can give, for
“putting me under surveillance,” and thence trafficking me into a 24/7 Torture and Life-destruction
Program?
As I questioned in my long letter to various parties, and earlier in my letter to William Barr, sent
also to Michael Horowitz, IG at the DOJ, how is it possible that an ethical, upstanding college
professor, writer, author, children's creativity workshop leader, community volunteer, and
concerned citizen working to raise consciousness on many different issues suddenly become the
target of absolutely atrocious physical and social assault, with sophisticated military spectrum
weapons, noise terrorism, cyber harassment, and smear campaigns? This could only happen if
criminals are running the local fusion centers, sheriffs' offices, Mayors' offices, Governors' offices,
FBI, and DHS: and it appears that this indeed is the case.
Please see my article and posting of my Feb 8, 2021 letter here: Treasonous Betrayal–Local Govts in
USA Permit Inhumane 24/7 Rape, Assault, Battery, Burns in Bio-Hacking Crimes by CIA, DIA, NSA,
FBI, DHS, Military, Special Ops, UN with EMF Spectrum/Sonic/Scalar/Neuro Weapons Hidden as
“Surveillance”: American Journalist Blows Whistle on Atrocities/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/02/24/treasonous-betrayal-local-govts-in-usa-permitinhumane-24-7-rape-assault-battery-burns-in-bio-hacking-crimes-by-cia-dia-nsa-fbi-dhs-militaryspecial-ops-un-with-emf-spectrum-sonic-scalar-ne/
It is clearly time for another letter. The actions of assault on my body are NOT SANE, NOT ETHICAL,
NOT COMPREHENSIBLE. They are most definitely not befitting the human rights aspirations of
America and they show the US GOVERNMENT mechanism to be one of profoundly ignorant,
misled bent, with proclivity for Satanic torture and life-destruction of its own citizens under cover
of secrecy and deceit. Assaulting people covertly with EMF weapons and Neurotech is NOT
NORMAL, NOT ACCEPTABLE, and NEEDS TO BE STOPPED!
Please be aware I am now a working journalist and writer, with video channels, a print website,
continuous coverage of current affairs, who posts interviews, news panels, reports, and articles on
a regular basis. As a journalist, my analyses, writings, talks, conversations, interviews should be
protected speech; retaliation for my journalism should not be occurring in a democratic Republic
where freedom of speech should be honored. Freedom of the Press is a protected freedom in a
democracy.
Yet this appears to be exactly what is happening. My work exposing the injustice and violations of
human rights suffered by many including my reportage of these crimes on my person has
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continually resulted in almost immediate retaliation and attack on me with microwave pulse
weapons and scalar radar weapons—directed at me from drones, satellites, celltowers, and
neighboring houses from weapon-wielding, portable-device-equipped mercenaries—right after
(and during work on) posting articles or podcasts. Extreme noise harassment assaults on this
neighborhood—with power-saw-whining, power-leafblowing, power-trimming, tree-sawing, and
neighbors activated by RISSNET and Infragard to yell at high volume in turns around the block,
added to an increase in road work, tree work, utility work all with attendant high-noise, has
become a fixture in this neighborhood, causing grief to all domiciled here, not just myself. The city
of Quincy has also come aflame with frequent sirens, motorbikes tearing at speed without sound
absorbers at all hours of day and night around the neighborhoods, as also old souped-up cars
driven by crazed, tattoed young men of every ethnicity—all this at midnight and beyond or even
during the day; clearly, engaging in hazardous, high-volume and high-speed driving has become
NORMATIVE ASSAULT here.
I have been reporting all of these assaults on Twitter in threads—all of which were lost recently
when Twitter banned me for daring to publish interviews with doctors educating the world on the
dangers of the COVID vaccines which have now killed over 15,000 Americans that we know of and
paralyzed many more—and recently in logs at my website. Please see my ongoing log, Ramola D |
#Bentley360: Musings and Reports—Full Spectrum Record/
https://everydayconcerned.net/disclosure/ramola-d-personal-reports/ramola-d-bentley360/ for the
latest reports on these assaults.
Most egregiously—in addition to the 24/7 pulse-shots at my head, at my face, on my body, on my
knees, on my private parts; the vibrational weapons used on my spine, my private parts, my feet;
the electroshock weapons used on my spine, my body parts; the non-stop low-intensity assault on
my eyes—creating slow deterioration of vision, on my face—inflaming incessantly, on my throat
and sinuses, causing clogging of sinuses and throat, inducing breathing difficulties and damaging
lungs—I have been hit continuously now for FOUR MONTHS, since July 2021, right up to the
present writing moment, on my right arm, elbow, shoulder and hand, causing a freezing of my
arm and shoulder, severe injury, debilitating pain, and inability to use my arm. THIS IS MY
WRITING ARM. I am being hit as well on the nerves of my armpit, upper neck, and right breast—in
clear attempts to induce a Plausible-Deniability neurological syndrome to account for the frozen
shoulder and arm. PLEASE BE AWARE THESE ATROCIOUS PULSE SHOTS ON MY NERVES,
MUSCLES, TENDONS, AND LIGAMENTS ARE NOT EXPRESSIONS OF NEUROLOGICAL SYNDROMES,
THEY MAKE AUDIBLE HITS ON THE SHIELDING I AM OBLIGED TO USE, AND THEY REGISTER AS
SHARP PULSE HITS ON METERS: THEY ARE MICROWAVE PULSE SHOTS. In other words, they are
directed energy weapon assaults, from a distance—often a very small one, right next door, the
neighbor's SUV, living-room, back-room, garage.
The two main offenders, on either side of me, at 150 Pine Street (John Mazzeo and Samantha
Smith) and 156 Pine Street (Chen Le Ming), as well as across the street, 143-45 Pine Street (Grace
Lui Katan and co.) I believe are the most closely involved in these arm hits, but several other
groups of assassins in neighboring houses are also complicit. The SUVs and Jeeps parked in the
Mazzeo/Smith driveway varies by day; yet pulse shots and heat signals are directed from these
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vehicles into our home.
Thanks to the FBI, the DHS, and CIA also, zooming cars aiming at deliberate noise harassment fly
up and down the street, to park and hit or park and track. Constant overhead drones and
helicopters are also engaged in tracking and surveilling.
These rabid acivities of 24/7 intrusion of privacy, attacks on human rights and civil rights are
glossed over, ignored, erased and forgotten when the DHS and FBI submit their treatises on
“domestic terrorism” to your committees, as recently with the ODNI's “Domestic Violent
Extremism Poses Heightened Threat in 2021/ODNI” in March 2021 and the FBI, DHS Strategic
Intelligence Assessment and Data on Domestic Terrorism in May 2021. No mention is made of the
millions of wrongfully watchlisted Americans these very agencies have targeted, or the brute
terrorism of FBI, CIA, and DHS actions in continuous drone, satellite, helicopter overflights and
stationary EMF assault, continuous microwave weapon assault, and continuous acoustic
neuroweapon assault and tracking radar assault on the bodies of Americans: completely unlawful,
fully extrajudicial, executed with not a smidgen of Due Process, with no base, cause, or evidence
of wrongdoing or crime on these glibly named “Known and Suspected Terrorists” who are being
tremendously asaulted and quite frankly, tortured in their own homes with these electromagnetic
weapons of Electronic Warfare.
I am writing to ask you to intervene immediately and remove my name from these to-be-terrorized
lists, to halt all attacks on everyone, to dissolve these extrajudicial lists, and to have these fusion
center mercenaries and drones cease these assaults on my arm: a brutal and medieval form of
torture clearly aimed at my journalism. As an oversight committee responsible for the actions of
the CIA, DHS, FBI and other agencies, you are directly responsible for these outrageous assaults on
my arm. Is this the legacy you wish to leave America? Please stand up for the rights of Americans
and act to save this Republic from the absolute thugs and mercenaries operating from inside US
intelligence agencies.
As a journalist being unlawfully attacked for my work and being retaliated against by sadistic
barbarians engaging in criminal assault on my body with electromagnetic weapons and acoustic
neurotechnology as well as a slew of other exotic military weapons, I will continue to speak openly
of these crimes. Neither the Intelligence Committee nor any contractor or employee of the IC or
military has the right to destroy my arm, my shoulder, my elbow, my hand, my wrist, my fingers—
or any other part of my anatomy—using stealth weapons and through-wall-radar.
I am working on a report to summarize the carnage currently and will send it to you as soon as it is
ready. Meanwhile, please act immediately to halt these physical bio-hacking crimes on my person.
I will be more than happy to come meet you in person as well to present my reports, and to testify
as an investigative reporter with intimate knowledge of these atrocities on many to the Senate.
Please do not hesitate to reach me for further information at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net or
at my cell at 617-347-9281.
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I look forward to the immediate cessation of these horrific assaults on my writing arm and on my
body and to your assurance that these crimes are being addressed and being stopped. Please be
assured I will not stop writing and speaking publicly of these crimes on my body until they are
stopped.
Sincerely,
:~Ramola-grace/Ramola D;
:~Publisher & Editor, The Everyday Concerned Citizen/everydayconcerned.net;
:~Reporter, Interviewer, Ramola D Reports at Bitchute, Brighteon, Lbry, Odysee, Live528, Rumble;
:~Free, living being on the free land of America, American: not foreign to America, not an “enemy
combatant” or “enemy of the State,”not subject, slave, or serf of the British/Roman Empire, and
aligned with Truth, Justice, Consciousness, Harmony With Creation, Clarity, Authenticity, Peace in
Interactions and Communications, True Community, Charity, Creativity for Life, and Positive
Change.
:~Live-life-claim: #RE562401183US
:~Earth-territory/:Pine-haven-suv’eran-charter & Land[Embassy]; Postal-corporation-file
number/~RPP4463800094002672441606
:Year 2021; on the 270th day; of the 8th hour of daylight;
:End.
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